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Abstract 

Expanding the previously known family of onium (ammonium, phosphonium and sulfonium) 

organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs) for the synthesis of zeolite MFI, a new member, the 

arsonium cations, is used for the first time. The new group of tetraalkylarsonium cations has 

allowed synthesizing the zeolite ZSM-5 with several different chemical compositions, opening a 

route for the synthesis of zeolites with new series of OSDA. Moreover, the use of As replacing N 

in the OSDA allows introducing probe atoms that facilitate the study of these molecules by 

powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR) and X-

ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Finally, the influence of trivalent elements such as B, Al or 

Ga isomorphically replacing Si atoms in the framework structure and its interaction with the As 

species has been studied. We have proved the suitability of tetraalkylarsonium cation for carrying 

out crystallization of zeolites and also, the benefit of the presence of As atoms in the occluded 

OSDA, which allows its advanced characterization as well as the study of its evolution during 

OSDA removal by thermal treatments. 
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Introduction 

Zeolites are crystalline microporous materials, mainly constituted by silicon oxide where the Si 

atom can be isomorphically replaced by other elements like Al, B, Ga, Ti, Ge or Sn. The well-

defined size and distribution of the structural channels of each different zeolitic framework type 

together with the chemical composition confer to these materials multiple applications in 

processes such as gas adsorption and separation, catalysis and encapsulation or controlled release 

of molecules, among others, some of them with industrial applications.[1−9] This is the driving 

force for studying novel methods for the preparation of new zeolitic structures, since it would 

give the possibility of obtaining tailored materials with the most appropriate channel system for 

each specific application. To date, up to 234 fully ordered as well as 11 partially disordered 

different zeolitic structures have been accepted by the International Zeolite Association,[10] and 

this number is constantly increasing. 

Organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs) are fundamental tools for the preparation of zeolitic 

structures,[11-13] but their interaction with the zeolitic frameworks is unclear due to the difficulty 

in their localization in the crystalline structure. This is currently a challenge that usually requires 

the use of synchrotron radiation or the characterization through single crystal X-ray diffraction, 

very uncommon for zeolites.[14-16] Therefore, the development of straightforward and accessible 

methodologies to allow the structural elucidation using laboratory X-ray powder diffraction 

techniques is of clear interest. 

In this sense, the incorporation of heavy atoms with high electron densities and large scattering 

factors could be of interest for the location of OSDA moieties placed inside of zeolite voids due 

to the introduction of a large electronic contrast. Phosphorous containing OSDAs have been used 

for directing the crystallization of a number of zeolites, where N atoms of tetraalkylammonium 

OSDAs were substituted by P atoms yielding to tetraalkylphosphonium analogues.[17-23] This 

approach has produced a series of new zeolites, and the occluded organic cations were 

characterized by 31P-MAS-NMR spectroscopy. Ever more, the use of sulfonium compounds have 

recently proved to be also successful for the synthesis of some zeolitic materials.[24-25] However, 
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the electron density of the P or S atoms was insufficient for easily locating the organic template 

using lab data. 

Up to now, all this development of new OSDAs, based almost exclusively on ammonium, 

phosphonium or even sulfonium cations, has opened the synthesis of new zeolite structures.[26] 

Herein, we describe the use of a new family of OSDAs, the tetraalkylarsonium cations for the 

synthesis of the zeolite ZSM-5 (IZA code MFI), which is a proof of concept of the ability of 

arsonium cations as OSDAs for the synthesis of zeolites. Furthermore, we show that the use of 

arsenic plays an essential role in the study of the OSDA entrapped in the zeolite, as its higher 

electronic density respect to phosphorus, sulphur or nitrogen allows its facile localization by 

laboratory powder X-ray diffraction, as well as allows the use of 75As MAS-NMR and XAS at 

the As K-edge to analyse the location and properties of the molecule. In this sense, the As atom 

can be considered as a probe inside the OSDA molecule to enable for its study. Additionally, the 

removal of the OSDA by calcination and/or reduction has been also studied. 

 

Results and discussion 

For this work, three tetraalkylarsonium cations have been synthesized: triethylmethylarsonium 

(OSDA-1), tetraethylarsonium (OSDA-2) and 1,4-bis-(triethylarsonium)butane (OSDA-3) 

cations as described in Scheme S1. The synthesis and characterization of all these cations is 

described in the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI). Moreover, a safe handling is 

required to work with triethyl-arsine precursor in the synthesis of arsonium cation and volatile 

arsenic containing compounds formed during OSDA removal by thermal treatments, which is 

described in detail in the ESI. In this point should be indicated that arsonium cations themselves 

are really stable and with low toxicity.[27] 

Zeolite MFI was obtained as single phase using OSDA-2 as described in the ESI (Figures S11 

and S12). The samples show the typical coffin shape of MFI materials observed for high silica 

materials (Figures S21-S24).[28] This result is in consonant to the observed crystallization of 

zeolite MFI using the analogous tetraethylammonium and tetraethylphosphonium cations as 

OSDAs. 
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Interestingly, OSDA-1 and OSDA-3 gave similar results, although longer crystallization times 

were required (typically 21 days), suggesting that the common triethylarsonium moiety is driving 

the crystallization to MFI zeolitic materials. 

Moreover, replacing part of the silica source with GeO2, Al2O3, Ga(NO3)3 or H3BO3 in the 

crystallization media allows the isomorphic incorporation of those elements into the zeolitic 

framework when the OSDA-2 is used as structure directing agent (Figures S11 and S12). 

However, this substitution does not occur when any of the other two OSDAs were used and only 

amorphous solids were recovered under similar conditions that pure silica MFI (Figure S11b). 

 

 

Figure 1: 75As MAS NMR for the OSDA-2 (a) and as-prepared Si-MFI (b). 

 

After performing the synthesis, the structural integrity of the OSDA inside the pure as-made silica 

zeolite was checked. Chemical analyses of the as-made sample revealed a C/As ratio was equal 

to 8, very close to theoretical value of the OSDA-2 (Table S2). Also, the chemical shift of the 

signal appearing at 250 ppm in the 75As MAS-NMR spectrum of the OSDA-2-containing zeolite 

Si-MFI is almost identical to that of the free OSDA (Figure 1). The larger broadening for the 

OSDA-2@MFI material can be associated to an increase of the quadrupole coupling constant of 

the 75As (I=3/2). The confinement of the OSDA-2 within the zeolite channels decreases the 

mobility of the cation and enhances the electric field gradients of its surrounding. In addition, the 

integrity of the OSDA during the synthesis conditions was carefully studied by 1H NMR. In this 
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sense, the 1H NMR spectrum was acquired for the mother liquor and compared with 1H NMR 

spectrum for the free OSDA in solution (Figure S14). Comparison of both spectra confirms again 

that the OSDA is stable under synthesis conditions. Since, the OSDA-2 remains unchanged after 

MFI crystallization, its exact location inside of the zeolite structure was obtained employing lab 

X-ray data. In order to do so, the orthorhombic structure of MFI of the as-made material obtained 

using tetrapropylammonium as OSDA,[29] excluding the organic component, was used as the 

starting point. Then, a difference Fourier map was calculated using the programs FullProf and 

GFourier. This map allowed easily determining the location of the arsenic atoms, due to their high 

electron density, which reveals the otherwise elusive position of the molecule. Moreover, the 

approximated location of the 4 C atoms connected to As (Figures 2a and S13) has been easily 

obtained. The 4 remaining C atoms where located close to the previous ones, and geometrical 

restraints were imposed prior to the refinement. The used restraints were obtained from the single-

crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of the pure OSDA (Figure S10 and Table S1). Last, a fluorine 

ion was placed close to the 4 ring, as it has been widely described that F- species are located close 

to those units.[30] The lab XRPD pattern was refined using the program FullProf, obtaining good 

residual values, as well as a good matching between the experimental and calculated patterns 

(Figure 2b). 

a) b) 

 

 
Figure 2. a) OSDA-2 localized inside the zeolite Si-MFI (Si blue, O red, As gold, C black and F green); b) Rietveld 
refinement of the X-ray diffraction pattern of as-made MFI. Observed (red circles) and calculated (black line) XRPD 
patterns, and the corresponding difference profile (bottom, blue line). The blue short ticks marks below the pattern 
give the positions of the Bragg reflections. Residual values (Rwp=14.1, Rexp=2.36, RB=7.70, RF=5.26). 
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One interesting fact is that the location of the OSDA-2 in MFI is very similar for both 

tetraethylarsonium, herein determined by lab XRPD, and tetrapropylammonium, previously 

found by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.[29] Therefore, both organic cations, based on arsenic and 

nitrogen atoms respectively, seem to have an analogous interaction with the zeolitic framework. 

In addition, the location of F- is in good agreement to that suggested by using 19F-MAS-NMR 

data (Figure S15), where a main F-NMR signal was observed at -67 ppm.[30] 

Further analysis of the as-made sample was done by X-ray absorption spectroscopy. In this sense, 

we must take into account that, although alkylammonium, and less frequently phosphonium 

cations, are by far the most commonly used molecules as OSDA, the X-ray absorption edges of 

N or P atoms are at very low energies and their XAS spectra cannot be easily measured. Distinctly 

here, we can take profit of the presence of a heavy atom, like As, in the OSDA-2 cation and 

perform its characterization by XAS at As K-edge (11867 eV). So, the organic cation containing 

As, either in its iodide form or entrapped inside the MFI channels after hydrothermal zeolite 

synthesis, was investigated by XAS allowing to further probed the stability of As species during 

the hydrothermal synthesis. 

 
Figure 3. Normalized XANES spectra at As K-edge (a) and |FT| of k2-weighted χ(k) functions of crystallized AsR4+ 
and as-synthesized As@ zeolites MFI (b). Inset of (b) represents the k2-weighted χ(k) functions of displayed data. 
 

The XANES region of the OSDA-2 in its iodide form and those entrapped inside of the zeolite 

channels are nearly identical (Figure 3a) indicating that the As-containing OSDA remains intact 

inside all the zeolites obtained in this study, in good agreement with the 75As-NMR (Figure 1) 

and chemical analyses (Table S2). The fitting of the EXAFS data of the pure OSDA-2 with As–
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C contribution gives a coordination number around 4 (Figure 3b and Table1); also very close to 

that obtained for the EXAFS spectrum of the as-synthesized material, with distances of 1.932 ± 

0.005 Å. This is in good agreement with theoretical and also crystallographic structure of the 

[OSDA-2]+I- salt, solved by single-crystal XRD. The as-made zeolites show similar edge position 

and features beyond the edge of the OSDA-2, which confirms that organic template species are 

stable during the zeolites syntheses. At this point, the OSDAs entrapped in the MFI materials 

containing different heteroatoms (B, Al, Ga and Ge) were also studied by means of XAS. The 

corresponding XANES and EXAFS spectra are shown in Figure 3 and fitted EXAFS parameters 

are reported in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of optimized parameters by fitting EXAFS data of crystallized AsR4+ and as-synthesized As@ 
MFI materialsa 

Sample NAs-C RAs-C (Å) σ2 (Å2) ΔE0 (eV) R-factor 

OSDA-2 4.0 ±  0.2 1.932 ± 0.005 

0.0018 ±  0.0004 7.7 ± 0.3 

0.00877 
Si-MFI 4.5 ±  0.2 1.936 ± 0.004 0.00653 
Ge-MFI 4.8 ± 0.2 1.937 ± 0.004 0.00909 
Ga-MFI 4.5 ±  0.4 1.938 ± 0.009 0.01567 
B-MFI 4.5 ±  0.2 1.940 ±  0.003 0.00634 

a A simultaneous fit of the spectra was adopted, fixing the σ2 and ΔE0 values; the fits were performed on the first coordination shell 
(ΔR = 1.0-2.0 Å) over FT of the k1k2k3-weighted χ(k) functions performed in the Δk = 2.0-12.0 Å-1 interval, resulting into a number 
of independent parameters of 2ΔRΔk/π=31.0. S0

2 = 0.86. 

 

The MFI materials were calcined under dry air at 650 ºC, observing by XRD that all of them are 

stable after calcination (Figure S27). However, there are clear differences in the final As content 

in the calcined materials depending on the presence of trivalent heteroatoms isomorphically 

incorporated into the MFI framework. Indeed, after calcination, no As is observed in the samples 

containing only tetravalent (i.e. Si and Ge) atoms. While, around 50% of the initial As content is 

still present after calcination for those MFI-zeolites containing trivalent elements like Ga, Al or 

B. In these later cases, the molar ratio trivalent element to As (M/As) is close to 1 (see Table S3). 

These results strongly suggest that the arsenic atoms that are not interacting with trivalent element 

evolve out of the zeolite during calcination, while the arsenic that interacts with T(III) elements 

is retained inside the zeolite. So thus, the presence of trivalent elements plays a pivotal role to 

keep the arsenic inside the porous network of the zeolite. However, the 75As MAS-NMR spectra 

of the calcined samples do not show any resonance, despite the as-made materials give the broad 
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bands characteristic of the OSDA inside the zeolite (Figure S28) and chemical analyses indicate 

that significant amount of As remains within the zeolite upon calcination. The absence of As-

signals is due to the formation of low-symmetry species with very large quadrupole couplings 

giving so broad signals that become undetectable by conventional NMR experiments.[31] 

When the as-made sample is treated under hydrogen at high temperature instead of by calcination 

(Figure S27), As atoms are almost removed independently of the chemical composition of the 

framework (see Table S3). 

Additionally, the isomorphic incorporation of the trivalent Al and Ga cations into the framework 

positions was further confirmed by 27Al and 71Ga MAS-NMR, respectively. The 27Al MAS-NMR 

spectra of as-synthesized and calcined MFI samples are shown in ESI (Figure S29). The 27Al 

MAS-NMR spectra of the as-made and calcined samples show a main signal centered at 52 ppm, 

which is assigned to aluminum in tetrahedral sites.[32] Also, a residual resonance is observed at 0 

ppm, which are typically attributed to the presence of extra-framework aluminum in the zeolite.[32] 

For the Ga-containing material, resonances at 152 ppm in the 71Ga MAS-NMR spectra of the as-

synthesized and calcined samples were detected (Figure S30) and assigned to gallium in 

tetrahedral coordination, corresponding to framework positions.[33] 

The evolution of the As species within MFI structure during calcination in air was ‘in-situ’ studied 

on the Ga-MFI sample. The raw data of the XANES region indicate that by increasing the 

temperature (Figure 4), the characteristic features present in the spectrum of OSDA-2 are 

maintained until ~500 ºC, where the oscillation centered at 11882 eV starts to disappear, 

indicating that the local structure around As atom was modified above this temperature as a 

consequence of the OSDA decomposition (in agreement with TGA data shown in Figures S16-

S20). 
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Figure 4. Raw XANES spectra at As K-edge of Ga-MFI zeolite during calcination: the shoulder at 11882 eV 

characteristic of the OSDA is lost throughout the thermal treatment. 

 

When the temperature reaches 600 ºC, this feature gets flattened and a shoulder at 11875 eV 

grown up as far as the temperature decreases to 25 ºC. This feature could be attributed to the 

oxidation of As3+ to As5+, however, the edge position is maintained as that characteristic for 

As3+.[34] Moreover, 33% of As was released during calcination, most likely as volatile AsR3 which 

is formed during this thermal treatment (Table S4). This value is in reasonable agreement with 

chemical analysis of Ga-MFI sample submitted to calcination in the laboratory. A similar 

behavior has been observed by our group for phosphorous containing cations, which were 

transformed into phosphate-like species upon calcination.[23] 

The XANES spectra of the As-Ga-MFI after thermal treatments under hydrogen at 600 ºC exhibit 

a similar feature, but with some differences in terms of the amount of As released. When the fresh 

Ga-MFI sample is directly reduced in H2, only a small fraction of As remains (approx. 5% – Table 

S4) at the end of thermal treatments since the presence of H2 facilitates the formation of volatile 

AsR3 species. On the other hand, the subsequent reduction of the calcined As-Ga-MFI material 

shows that around 20 % of the As atoms is still present in the zeolite at the end of the subsequent 

reduction, demonstrating that calcination treatment is able to stabilize most of the As atoms 

against reduction in the zeolite.  
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In order to investigate the difference of As species formed on Ga-MFI depending on the thermal 

treatment, the samples were ‘in-situ’ studied during calcination, reduction and calcination-

reduction treatments. The normalized XANES spectra of these samples are compared with those 

of standard As compounds in Figure 5a. The XANES spectra for samples after any thermal 

treatment are rather similar regardless the heating procedure or atmosphere employed, with same 

edge position (ca. 11870 eV) as for OSDA-2, indicating that the formal oxidation state is 

maintained as As3+. However, as stated above, the oscillation at 11882 eV present for OSDA-2 is 

lost upon any of the studied thermal treatments, demonstrating that the organic compound 

decomposes at the end of the experiments. Furthermore, the shape of the spectra does not resemble 

those of arsenic oxides (i.e. As2O3 and As2O5) or that for As0, indicating that different species are 

formed in the zeolites. While, the shape of XANES spectra displayed here is compatible with 

those found for As3+ cations adsorbed on surfaces in experiments of wastewater remediation, 

consisting in arsenic inner(outer) complexes.[35-37] Aiming to obtain more detailed information on 

the local structure of these As-based species, the EXAFS region was analyzed (Figure 5b). Only 

a first-shell As-O contribution is seen in most |FT| for thermally treated samples, pointing out that 

As atoms are involved in a highly dispersed or disordered arrangement. Furthermore, different 

intensities of As-O contribution can be observed, which indicates that As atoms are differently 

coordinated or display unlike static disorder (different Debye-Waller factors). For disentangle 

these questions, the quantitative information was extracted by treating the EXAFS data, which is 

gathered in the ESI (Table S5 and Figure S31 for fitted data). The three thermally treated samples 

show a coordination number around As of 3.5, with As-O distances of ~1.75 Å (within errors). 

These values are in agreement with those found in literature for As bounded to the surface of 

adsorbents (inner-shell complexes).[35-38] However, the samples which undergone a calcination 

process (calcined and calcined-reduced) show similar Debye-Waller factors, while the reduced 

one showed significant higher value, suggesting that As atoms are in more disordered local 

environment, which can explain its lower As-O first-shell contribution intensity at |FT| with 

respect to those that undergone a calcination process. The meaningful ΔE0 value is also in 

agreement with those found in literature for As-based species studied by XAS.[38-39] 
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Figure 5. Normalized XANES spectra at As K-edge (a) and |FT| of k2-weighted χ(k) functions of Ga-MFI before, after 
thermal treatments and As-based standards (b). 
 

Finally, the nature of the Ga species present in the zeolitic framework was also studied by XAS 

at Ga K-edge. The XANES spectrum of as-synthesized Ga-MFI (Figures S32-S33) is similar to 

that reported for Ga-substituted zeolite Beta,[40] with the absorption edge positioned at 10372 eV, 

typical of Ga3+. Moreover, no indicia of Ga2O3 phase can be observed in the XAS spectrum of the 

as-made material. By submitting the samples to the different thermal treatments (calcination, 

reduction and calcination-reduction) the Ga atoms remain mostly tetrahedrally coordinated, with 

exception of the sample after calcination-reduction. In this case, a shoulder at 10367 eV appeared, 

showing that a small portion of Ga atoms are reduced after subsequent calcination-reduction 

treatments, which can be interpreted as a migration of Ga from framework to extra-framework 

positions. Isolating the EXAFS region of the spectra gives rise to the presence of a predominant 

first-shell Ga-O contribution in case of Ga-MFI before and after treatments, which is rather 

different respect to that of Ga2O3 (Figure S32 and Table S6 for fitted data). A decrease in the 

intensity of this first-shell contribution is observed after thermal treatments, as already previously 

reported.[41] The as-synthesized Ga-MFI still containing the OSDA-2 gives a coordination number 

of 4 with Ga-O distances of ~1.78 Å (within errors, see Table S6), in agreement with data reported 

in the literature.[40,42] These results confirm that Ga atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated within 

MFI framework in excellent agreement with previously discussed 71Ga-MAS-NMR results. 
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Conclusions 

In summary, this study has achieved several milestones, which could become in a breakthrough 

in the synthesis of zeolites. First, we have probed that alkylarsonium can be used as efficient 

OSDAs for synthesis of zeolite MFI. This achievement could open the possibility for obtaining 

novel zeolites as previously occurred with phosphonium organocations with respect to N-based 

OSDAs.[17-23] Also, we have shown that Arsenic atoms included in OSDAs can be used as useful 

probe moieties for understanding the behavior of occluded structure directing agents during the 

thermal treatments for zeolite activation. The high electron density of arsenic atoms is extremely 

helpful in order to localize the OSDA in the zeolitic structure by powder X-ray diffraction, and 

the location of the OSDA molecule in the MFI structure is analogous to that described for the 

ammonium derivate. Additionally, the presence of As in the OSDA allows the study of the OSDA 

and of the As species trapped in the zeolite after the calcination by 75As MAS-NMR and XAS at 

the As K-edge. Finally, it has been evidenced that arseniate-like species interact with the trivalent 

Ga sites at the framework during the thermal treatments of the samples. Then, we have shown 

that arsenic atoms are useful for characterization and evolution of OSDA entrapped in the zeolitic 

voids. 

Methods 

Detailed information on the condition of samples preparation and of data acquisition and analysis 

for the different techniques are provided in the Electronic Supplementary information. 

 

Data availability 

Crystallographic data for the OSDA-2 structure reported in this Article has been deposited at the 

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, under deposition no. CCDC 1910863. Copies of the 

data can be obtained free of charge from www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures/. 

All other data supporting the results are available within the Article and its Electronic 

Supplementary Information, or from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request. 
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SYNOPSIS TOC: Tetraalkylarsonium cations, a novel member of the -onium (ammonium, 

phosphonium and sulfonium) family of OSDA for the synthesis of zeolites, are presented for the 

first time. These cations allowed synthesizing the zeolite ZSM-5 as well as served as probes for 

the study of the zeolite and the occluded cation by several techniques, as powder XRD, solid-state 

NMR and XAS. 

 


